Wynn Named Alumni Trustee

Thomas J. Wynn, former president of the Massachusetts Bar Association, has been elected an alumni trustee representing law alumni on the Suffolk University Board of Trustees.

Wynn received his juris doctor from Suffolk Law School in 1968 after receiving a bachelor of science from Providence College (1962). He was also awarded an honorary degree from Suffolk University in 1982.

A partner in the law firm of Wynn and Wynn, P.C. of Taunton, he served as head of the Massachusetts Bar Association from 1981-82 and served on the board of directors of the New England Bar Association for the past three years.

Wynn, chosen in an election by law alumni, was voted to a three-year term by the Board of Trustees at its Feb. 9 meeting.

In announcing Wynn's election President Perlman said, "Tom Wynn is an outstanding attorney and a dedicated alumnus. His achievements as recent president of the Massachusetts Bar Association were recognized by the University which conferred upon him an honorary degree in 1982. I am very

Tuition Is Increased for '84-'85 Academic Year

Suffolk University's Board of Trustees has voted to increase full-time tuition in its College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and School of Management by $510 to $4500 for the 1984-85 academic year, President Daniel H. Perlman has announced.

Despite the increase, tuition at the University will remain one of the lowest of any independent university in New England, Dr. Perlman pointed out, noting that it is only one-half to two-thirds the tuition of most of the other independent colleges and universities in the Greater Boston area.

In addition to the increase in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and School of Management, tuition at Suffolk University Law School will increase by $410 to $5950. Tuition for full-time students in the University's other graduate programs will increase by $740 to $5580 in the Master's in Business Administration program; by $730 to $5400 in the Master in Public Administration program and by $660 to $5100 in the Master's of Education (MED) program. Tuition for the evening program in the law school was increased by $457 to $4462.

Perlman said that the increases were necessary to provide salary adjustments for faculty and staff adequate to partially restore the purchasing power lost by these employees over the past few years.

He also noted as contributing factors to the increase, increased financial aid support for students, new faculty and administrative positions and additional allocation for faculty research.

"Suffolk University has kept its tuition increases to a minimum to accomplish increases in quality and in staff compensation," Perlman said. "This University continues to have one of the lowest tuition rates of any independent University in New England consistent with Suffolk University's mission of providing educational opportunities to people of all backgrounds and income levels."

At the February meeting, the Board of Trustees voted to increase tuition for part-time students by $30 to $384 per three-credit hour undergraduate course, and by $74 per course to $558 for the graduate program in business administration. Tuition for part-time students in the graduate in public administration program will increase by $73 to $540 per course and the tuition in the graduate education program will increase by $66 to $510 per course. These per-course rates apply to the University's part-time students who constitute about one-half of its total enrollment.
Suffolk University presented its case for zoning variances for a replacement building for student services and a bookstore on the site of the present Ridgeway Building before the Zoning Board of Appeal on February 14. At that meeting, the Zoning Board of Appeal voted unanimously to approve Suffolk University's request for variances subject to review of the design and use of the proposed building by the Boston Redevelopment Authority.

I am very pleased that we have come one step closer in our plan to replace the present overcrowded and unattractive Ridgeway Building with a more attractive and useful facility for students, faculty and the community. The proposal for the new building calls for a bookstore at the ground level, a physical education and recreation space with showers and lockers below grade and students' lounges and student activities offices on the three or a half stories above the bookstore.

At its February meeting, the Board of Trustees took action on a number of matters of interest and importance to the University community. Among the actions taken by the Board of Trustees were the approval of a full-time position for a coordinator of continuing legal education and a new full-time position on the faculty of the law school. Four summer research stipends were approved for faculty in the law school, although the faculty were encouraged to "explore all possible sources of outside funding" for their research. The Board noted that there appears to be less outside research support available for research in law than for many of the other academic disciplines.

In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, new bachelor's degree programs were approved in international economics, electronic engineering technology, airway computer science and airway electronics systems. The program in international economics is a joint curriculum between the Economics Department and the department of Humanities and Modern Languages. The electronic engineering technology program is a companion to the computer engineering technology program started this past fall. Both programs receive support under the Title III grant from the U.S. Department of Education. The interdisciplinary programs in airway computer science and airway electronics systems were initiated by Professor of Sociology John Sullivan and involve field work at Logan Airport.

I am pleased to announce the following promotions in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Jack Hajj, Ph.D., to professor of mathematics; Joan Mac Vicar, Ph.D., to professor of psychological services; Martha Richmond, Ph.D., to professor of chemistry; Louis D'Abrosca, Ed.D., to associate professor of education; and Donald Morton, Ph.D., to associate professor of sociology.

Tenure has been awarded as of July 1, 1984 to Barbara Ash, Ed.D., associate professor of education; Robert Howe, Ph.D., associate professor of biology; and Raymond Parks, associate professor of humanities.

A full-time leave of absence was approved for 1984-85 for Dr. Judith Elmusa, Professor of Government, and half-time leaves of absence were approved for Professor of Chemistry Maria Bonaventura, Professor of Psychology Margaret Raben, and Associate Professor of Psychological Services Joan MacVicar.

The Board also voted to approve the new master of science program in computer information systems. The MS/CIS Program would be the third graduate program in the School of Management, supplementing the MBA and MPA programs.

The budget for 1984-85 was approved by the Board. The budget, in which the projected income and expenditures are balanced, calls for tuition increases necessary to support faculty and staff salary increases, and to make other modest gains in the further improvement of quality at Suffolk University.

Increases in the student financial aid budget are intended to make it possible for any qualified students to attend the University despite the tuition increase. It is to be understood that the budget is adopted on the basis of our enrollment projections. If these enrollment projections should fail to materialize, the budget would be reviewed and revised appropriately in the fall. I am pleased with the Board's vision of the future of Suffolk University.

Funds were approved to initiate a study by an outside consultant on ways to broaden and improve the University's fringe benefit program, making more options for benefit coverage available to faculty and staff while leading to an eventual reduction in the cost of premiums in the hospitalization insurance program.

Daniel W. Pearlman
Dr. Guardiola has published in the areas of social work, sociology of deviance and drug abuse. She can be contacted at Extension 355 in Room 822 of the Frank Sawyer Building.

A HEALTH SERVICE REMINDER

Alan P. Cash, director of health services, has announced that the department will no longer be offering flu, pneumonia or tetanus immunizations. Those seeking such immunizations should contact their own physician or seek Health Service referral.

Cash said that Health Services will give any allergy injections and/or B-12 injections that have been prescribed by a personal physician. Questions concerning immunizations should be directed to Cash at Ext. 260.

TIAA ISSUES UNISEX LIFE INSURANCE RATES

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association began implementing unisex premium rates for all new individual life insurance policies issued on and after February 1. Starting on that date, premiums for all newly issued TIAA policies became identical for men and women of the same age choosing the same amount and type of insurance coverage. Existing policies are not affected.

TIAA's adoption of unisex life insurance rates is consistent with TIAA-CREF's earlier adoption of unisex rates for determining retirement benefits resulting from contributions applied to TIAA-CREF annuities on and after August 1, 1983. The shift to unisex annuity rates was made in connection with the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in the Norris case last July. At that time, TIAA notified annuity owners that it also would be seeking state insurance department approvals of unisex premium rates for individual life insurance.

FINANCIAL PLANNING SEMINAR MARCH 1

The second in a series of seminars sponsored by the Personnel Office for faculty, administrators and staff will be held on Thursday, March 1 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. The session, on personal financial planning, will feature Kerck Kelsey, an assistant vice president at the Bank of Boston, along with Dick Shafer of TIAA-CREF and John Wall of A.G. Edwards and Son. It is open to all faculty and staff.

On Feb. 9, the first session, on employment interviewing skills, was held with Management Consultant Richard J. Blue, the seminar leader.

Coming up on April 12 will be a pre-retirement planning discussion led by a number of representatives from TIAA-CREF. This will include a general discussion of the TIAA-CREF retirement plan with emphasis on income options available at retirement. There will also be a representative from the Social Security Administration on hand.

NEW ACE FELLOW ON CAMPUS

Dr. Dagmar Guardiola, chairperson of the Department of Social Work and Social Service Professions on the metropolitan campus of Inter American University of Puerto Rico, is the new American Council on Education Fellow on campus.

Dr. Guardiola, who holds a Ph.D. in social work from Ohio State University, will spend the spring semester at Suffolk. She will be studying academic administration and working in the office of President Perlman.

Question Box

(This is a monthly feature on this page. Administrators, faculty and staff are encouraged to participate. Send your queries to Personnel Office or call Ext. 415.)

Q. What do I do if I am called for jury duty?

A. After 90 days employment, if you are called for jury duty, the University will pay the difference between jury duty pay and your net salary. Depending upon the county in which you are sitting, payment for jury duty may vary. You should notify your department head and the Personnel Office immediately so that appropriate arrangements can be made.

Q. How do I join the University Credit Union?

A. Contact Paul Ryan, business manager, at Ext. 403. Mr. Ryan is the Suffolk representative to the Credit Union and a member of its board of directors.

Q. A statement declaring that one's tax exempt status ends 2/15/84 has appeared on my check. It requests that I refile a W-4 to retain this status. Will you explain?

A. This message applies to all employees who in 1983 elected to be "EXEMPT" from federal and state tax withholding (not having to pay any federal or state taxes). This exemption expired on 2/15/84 unless form W-4 was refiled in the Payroll Office.
O’NEILL CONFERENCE IS CURTAIN RAISER FOR CLAS 50th

The first conference ever devoted solely to the life, times and work of playwright Eugene O’Neill will be held March 22 to March 25 at Suffolk University with hundreds of O’Neill devotees from around the world scheduled to attend.

Conference sessions, which will be held in the Fenton Building and Auditorium, will feature lectures by internationally renowned authors and critics of O’Neill as well as papers presented by scholars from throughout the world.

Prof. Frederick C. Wilkins, chairman of the English Department and editor of the O’Neill Newsletter, co-hosting with Suffolk and the Eugene O’Neill Society, is organizer of the conference which will include delegates from India, Belgium, Japan, China and Poland.

The conference will open at 9 a.m. on March 22 with an introduction to a scheduled eight play O’Neill Film Festival. John Orlandello of Western Illinois University, author of O’Neill on Film, will be the speaker.

One of that day’s highlights will be a 9:30 a.m. discussion on O’Neill’s earliest plays, spotlighting Paul D. Voelker of the University of Wisconsin Center, Richland, and R. Viswanathan of Calicut University, Kerala, India, the latter discussing Kipling’s Jungle Books and O’Neill.

Prof. Wilkins will serve as moderator.

The program will also present staged recreations of works by the four-time Pulitzer Prize winner and 1936 Nobel Award recipient. These will include the Suffolk University students under direction of Prof. Marilyn Plotkins and performers from the Provincetown Playhouse.

Among authors of major book-length studies of O’Neill who will lecture are Travis Bogard, Virginia Floyd, Barbara Gelb, Michael Manheim, Jordan Miller, Robert K. Sarlos and Susan Tuck.

Films to be shown are: Anna Christie, silent and sound versions, Strange Interlude, The Emperor Jones, Ah, Wilderness, The Long Voyage Home, Mourning Becomes Electra, and Desire under the Elms.

The city of Boston is an appropriate setting for an O’Neill conference since it was in this city that he died in November, 1953 at the age of 65. O’Neill is generally acknowledged as America’s greatest playwright.

The O’Neill conference will be the kickoff event in a number of year-long activities planned to mark the Golden Anniversary of Suffolk’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. President Perlman and Dean Michael R. Ronayne will bring University greetings at a banquet March 22 in the Sawyer Dining Hall.

Moot Court Team Makes Final Four

IN FINALS of the national moot court competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York was this moot court team of (standing) Henry Sullivan of Arlington, sitting from left—Susan Berry of Milton and Betsy Gould of Hamden, Connecticut.

The moot court team representing Suffolk University Law School in the final round of the National Moot Court competition in New York City advanced to the “final four” and emerged with the number three brief of the 20 teams competing.

Representing Suffolk at the Feb. 6-9 competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York were Susan Berry of Milton, Betsy Gould of Hamden, Connecticut and Henry Sullivan of Arlington, all third-year law students. With them was their adviser Law Prof. Marc Greenbaum.

The University of Kansas won the competition followed by the University of New Mexico and Syracuse University, which edged Suffolk. The Suffolk team, however, turned the tables on Syracuse by edging them out for third best brief.

The team’s road to the final four started on Feb. 7 when it argued against and defeated Southern Methodist University Law School, followed it up with a victorious argument against the University of Florida Law School, the defending national champion. This guaranteed entrance into the round of sixteen, a single elimination round.

FIRST ROTC GRAD — Gina Russello of Salem, the first graduate of the University’s ROTC program, is sworn in as a second lieutenant in the Military Police Corps by Major Henry Howell, director of the military science department.

cont. on page 8
Harold Stone Is Voted Prof. Emeritus

Harold M. Stone, professor of accounting and a member of the faculty for 37 years, has been voted professor emeritus by the Board of Trustees. Stone, who is retiring from teaching in June, is the first member of the School of Management faculty so designated.

The board voted him emeritus at its Feb. 9 meeting upon the request of President Perlman, Dean Richard L. McDowell and the School of Management Committee.

Stone joined the Suffolk faculty in 1947 when the School of Management was only a department with four professors and has witnessed and been part of the school's tremendous growth.

"While I feel a little ambivalent about retirement it gives me great satisfaction to see how Suffolk University has progressed in these 37 years," he told the SUN. "The school has continued to move ahead and I think one of the secrets of its success has been its concern for teaching and students, that intimacy of the small group, the personal touch you don't get at larger institutions."

Stone, who has served under all of Suffolk's seven presidents, starting with founder Gleason L. Archer, has been an important part of the University's growth, particularly in his faculty committee work. He was one of the developers of Suffolk University's TIAA-CREF plan, instituted in the University in 1962, and was the founder of Pi Gamma Mu, the business professional fraternity established at Suffolk, and Delta Sigma Pi. What gave him particular pride over the past decade was his volunteer effort with the Massachusetts Association of Public Accountants (MAPA), which has funded scholarships for college students, including a number of Suffolk students. A licensed Massachusetts Public accountant, he is also a trustee of MAPA.

Stone received his B.S. in Education from Boston University in 1938 and his M.Ed. in 1939. He earned an MBA at Boston College. Stone began his teaching career at Provincetown High School, later taught in Connecticut before interrupting his career for three years to serve in the Army Medical Administrative Corps during World War II. He was a second lieutenant and received two battle stars in service in France and Germany. Following service he taught two years at Nichols College before coming to Suffolk.

Stone and his wife, Ruth, who live in Newton, hope to do some traveling throughout the country after retirement. They have two children, Dr. Kenneth Stone, a Braintree psychologist, and Deborah Stone of Brookline, a teacher.

S.U. Wins 2 Aid Awards

The University has been chosen by the Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education to participate in two of the new pilot financial aid programs. The two programs are the Massachusetts Educational Employment Program with an award of $15,000 and the Massachusetts Graduate Grant Program with an award of $74,021.

The Massachusetts Educational Employment Program will enable eligible undergraduate students to attend or continue their studies through placement in educationally related employment assignments in the public and private sector.

The Graduate Grant Program will provide scholarship funds for full-time students pursuing graduate study. Students who will benefit from this grant program are enrolled in various courses of graduate study including education, business and public administration.

These new financial aid programs were made available as the result of budget increases in the state's scholarship program.

JAW TO JWWS — Salvatore Testaverde, national plan coordinator for the National Marine Fisheries, gave a shark anatomy demonstration for these high school students taking part in Suffolk University's Biology Department marine studies symposium for high school students from Eastern Massachusetts. The program was held Jan. 12. Testaverde, a 1975 Master of Education alumnus, was joined by another alumnus, Dr. Kenneth Sherman, B.S.'54, also associated with the Fisheries Service.
SHAHRUZ MOHTADI, assistant professor of economics, delivered a paper in December at the annual meeting of the Academy of International Business in San Francisco...The School of Management recently completed an international exchange with the University of Strasbourg, France. Coming here for the month of January was that university's DR. GABRIELLE KNECHT, who teaches American studies at Strasbourg to prepare students for business careers with an international orientation. Going abroad for the month SOM'S JANE IVES, assistant professor of management...

Law Librarian ED BANDER has a forthcoming book, Deans List of Recommended Reading for Pre-Law and Law Students, due in March. It contains 2330 entries with over 100 subject headings and an introduction by Dean DAVID J. SARGENT...Prof. DAVID PFEIFFER of Public Management, at the request of Gov. Dukakis, served on a search committee for a new director of the Massachusetts Office of Handicapped Affairs...

Dr. MADHAV KACKER, associate professor of marketing, was a discussant at a session on social responsibility in international business at the annual meeting of the Academy of International Business in San Francisco...WARREN BRIGGS of Management is chairing a conference on Software Tools for Distributed Decision Support Systems Feb. 27 and 28 at the Westin Hotel. It will address the rapidly evolving management issues, payoff opportunities and software tools important for distributed DSS applications...And the School of Management teamed up on Feb. 14 with the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce to sponsor a seminar on current trends in U.S.-China trade...

The Suffolk U. chapter of the American Association of University Professors hosted the annual Legislative Affairs Day dinner with the Mass. State Conference and heard from Rep. James Collins, co-chairman of the House Senate Education Committee, as key speaker...

STANLEY R. DENNIS of Accounting has been appointed to a five-year term on the Board of Managers of Quincy City Hospital. Dennis will chair the finance committee of this board...Police Chief ED FARREN reports that the following campus police officers have completed successfully courses given by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Criminal Justice Training Council: DAVID FINUCANE, burglary reduction and crime prevention; THOMAS McNAMARA, defensive tactics, basic dispatch training and courtroom testimony; and FREDERIC HERSHON, courtroom testimony and procedure...

Our sympathies this month to evening nurse ALCIDA McMAHON on the passing of her mother, Rose C. Levesque in Walpole...Asst. Dean AMY MEYER of SOM, a volunteer organizer for a celebrity bowlathon to benefit Big Sister and Big Brother Associations of Boston in March, is looking for volunteer organizers in local communities. Those interested should contact Meyer at ext. 308...

ANN HUGHES of English, husband, Philip, and daughter, Alexandra, found it's still a pretty small world on a trip to Morocco over the Christmas holidays. At a Marrakesh hotel, Alexandra, a freshman at Brookline High School, ran into two Brookline High students, a brother and sister, also vacationing in North Africa...Sociology's JOHN C. HOLLEY presented a paper at Harvard University's Center of European Studies on Feb. 17. The paper was presented to the section for the Study of Women in Advanced Society...
Congratulations are in order for CHRIS PERRY, director of financial aid, who has been selected by the U.S. Department of Education to serve as a member of the Federal National Appeals Panel, which will convene in Washington, D.C., in mid-March. And also for Education's GLEN LEWANDOWSKI, recently elected president of the Haverhill School Committee for 1984...

The School of Management welcomed two new faculty for the spring semester — CAROLYN D. POLLARD, an assistant professor of accounting, and a doctoral candidate at Florida State University, and CHAN M. LEE, also an assistant professor of accounting, who has a Ph.D. from University of Nebraska at Lincoln...

SOM kicked off its Jan. 13 spring semester faculty meeting with an address by former Babson College President Ralph Z. Sorenson. Now, chief executive officer of the Barry Wright Corp., Waltham, Sorenson shared his philosophy that it takes a lifetime of learning to manage effectively... Scheduled for publication this month is the four-volume work, Encyclopedia of Psychology, published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. with Philosophy's WILLIAM SAHAKIAN its biography editor...

English's ROBERT K. JOHNSON has had three poems published in The Yellow Butterfly, a poetry magazine. The poems are entitled “Jephthah,” “Sight-Seeing,” and “A Late Autumn Walk”... KAREN BERNSTEIN, assistant director of financial aid, has announced her engagement to BOB DINON of West Roxbury. They plan a June, 1985 wedding...

Capt. CHUCK MOTSON of Military Science reminds us that a year ago nine Suffolk students competed for and won Army ROTC scholarships worth more than $90,000; six of them weren't enrolled when applying for scholarships. He noted that February marks the beginning of the scholarship selection cycle with scholarships available for all freshmen and sophomores. "We're looking for 'B' and above students who are active in the community, are physically fit and display a positive attitude," says Motson. Interested candidates should contact Capt. Motson in Archer 107 or at Ext. 224...

Thirteen Suffolk biology students, accompanied by three faculty, took a Caribbean cruise on the 144-foot barkentine, R/V Regina Maris, during the January semester break. The Suffolk party met the ship in St. Croix, then sailed to St. John in the Virgin Islands for a week of exploring the tropical marine environment. The students later presented oral and written reports on their research projects...Our best to ROGER VOLK of Accounting who has left Suffolk to devote full time to his CPA practice. Volk was a popular professor for more than a dozen years and had a number of friends on faculty and staff...

Archivist DICK JONES is back from a Fort Lauderdale vacation, his first visit to Florida in nearly 40 years or when he was a 17-year-old Navy enlistee...Govt. Professor Emeritus DION ARCHON is still confined to the Dana Farber Cancer Institute at 44 Binney St., Boston. He's been cheered by a number of cards and letters and appreciates the well-wishes from his many friends at Suffolk. If you've got a moment, drop him a card...
Wynn — cont. from pg. 1

pleased that Mr. Wynn has joined the Suffolk University Board of Trustees and I look forward to working with him during his term of office for the continued development of Suffolk University as a major urban university.

Wynn succeeds Alumni Trustee David J. Saliba of Winchester who recently completed a three-year term as an elected law alumni trustee.

A member of the ABA Standing Committee on Professional Utilization and Career Development, Wynn has served in the ABA House of Delegates. He received the Distinguished Alumni Award from the Suffolk Law Alumni Association at its law dinner in 1981 and is a founding member of Summa, the Suffolk University leadership club.

He lives in North Dighton with his wife, Elaine.

Executive MBA Group Visits Hub’s ‘Sister City’

Boston’s new sister city program with Barcelona, Spain got an early boost when some 20 Suffolk University Executive MBA students became the first group to visit that city as part of a new course, “Management of International Business.”

The students, all professionals in New England business, were accompanied by Program Director Lynn Davis and Adjunct Prof. David E. Miller. They spent a week in Barcelona in January, and according to both Davis and Miller, the trip was an outstanding success.

The trip was designed to provide students with hands-on experience from the perspective of foreign nationals in addition to their work back in the classroom at Suffolk. They studied for a week at the Instituto de Estudios Superiores de la Empresa (I.E.S.E.), University of Navarra, under faculty at that institution.

The trip was extended to provide more experiences. The students and faculty would visit a three-year facility, including a trip to a synthetic fiber manufacturing facility, tour of the port and a trip to a winery.

In addition, they were the first group to visit Barcelona since former Mayor White established the Boston-Barcelona Sister City Program. There was a reception for them and a tour of city buildings.

One of the students, Fran Senner-Hurley, clinical supervisor at Massachusetts General Hospital, had this to say about the trip: “Everybody was positive of the quality of instruction. Everybody enjoyed hearing lectures from people who actually wrote case studies of their experiences. I’d like to extend the trips 3-5 days to allow for more class time. Professors had a wealth of information and they could have given us more, if we had more time.”

Personnel — cont. from pg. 3

NEW EMPLOYEES

Kimberly Allen of Somerville, switchboard operator; Ann Marie Bertino of South Boston, Lori Dawson of Winthrop and Carol Matz of Boston, secretaries in the Faculty Resource Unit, SOM; Susan Caldarone of Quincy, accounting clerk, Student Accounts; Susan Franz of Boston, secretary, Career Planning and Placement; Victoria Hubbell of Boston, secretary, CLAS/SOM Admissions; Alice Nichols of Mattapan, secretary, Dean’s Office, SOM; and Melissa White of Boston, secretary, Economics Department.

Moot Court — cont. from pg. 4

On Feb. 8, Suffolk prevailed over Arizona State University moving on to the quarterfinal, then defeating University of Washington, advancing to the semi-finals.

Syracuse bested Suffolk for the second time, having defeated them in the final round of the regional competition.

On Feb. 8, Suffolk prevailed over Arizona State University moving on to the quarterfinal, then defeating University of Washington, advancing to the semi-finals.

Syracuse bested Suffolk for the second time, having defeated them in the final round of the regional competition.

GLOBAL VIEW — Checking out their destination, Barcelona, Spain, are these Executive MBA students, Michael Higgins and Marjorie Kamp, before their departure via TWA at Logan Airport.